
Popcorn 
Paradise



Isn't the aroma of freshly popped popcorn simply irresistible? At Eventive, 
we believe it's not just a snack; it's a treat that adds a dash of joy to any 
occasion. Whether you're planning a corporate event, a get-together for 
friends, or a festive celebration, our rentable popcorn carts are here to 
brighten up your guests' day with this delightful and sharable classic.

Make Your Event Pop
with Eventive's Popcorn Carts!

Indulge your guests with the finest popcorn, popped on-site 
and served in charming cinema-style boxes or cones. Our retro 

popcorn cart, a particular favorite, exudes a nostalgic charm that 
adds a touch of whimsy to your event. We take pride in offering 

top-quality popcorn that turns any gathering into a special occasion.

Why Choose
Eventive's Popcorn Carts?

Quality and Style:

At Eventive, we understand that every event is as unique as you are. Our 
custom popcorn boxes adorned with personalized details add a special 
touch that makes your event truly one-of-a-kind. Let us craft a popcorn 
experience that reflects your individual style and elevates your celebration.

Personalized Perfection:

Our friendly servers are dedicated to making people smile with scrumptious 
boxes of warm popcorn. Imagine the delight on your guests' faces as they 
savor this classic treat,  expertly served from our stylish cart. 

Flawless Service:



How We Make Our Popcorn:

Contact us today to reserve your 
popcorn cart and let the festivities begin!

Choose from a variety of flavors to suit every palate. Whether it's the sweet 
satisfaction of caramel or the savory goodness of salted popcorn, or a 
delightful mix of both, we cater to your preferences. Our goal is to provide 
a popcorn experience that's as unique as your event.

Versatile Flavors:

Our popcorn is made with the utmost care, 
ensuring a delightful crunch in every bite. 
We use high-quality popcorn kernels and 
pop them to perfection on-site, guaranteeing 
freshness that elevates the popcorn experience.

Crafted with Care:

Curious about our flavors? As mentioned before, each batch is 
carefully seasoned to perfection. Our sweet popcorn boasts a 
rich caramel coating, while the salted variant is a savory masterpiece. 
For the ultimate treat, try our mix of sweet and salted popcorn – a 
crowd-pleaser that offers the best of both worlds.

Delicious Options:

Bring the magic of freshly popped popcorn to your event with Eventive's 
rentable popcorn carts. Elevate your guest experience, add a touch of 
nostalgia, and create moments that will be remembered fondly. 

Eventive's Popcorn Cart Experience:



Staff

Popcorn Cart

Length of Celebration  - 2 hours 

This package includes: 

Package “POPcorn Celebration” 
500 GEL

150 Boxes of Popcorn 

Popcorn Paper Box 

Staff

Popcorn Cart

Length of Celebration  - 3 hours

This package includes: 

Package “POPcorn Celebration Plus” 
700 GEL

250 Boxes of Popcorn 

Popcorn Paper Box 

Staff

Popcorn Cart

Length of Celebration  - 4 hours 

This package includes: 

Package “Private POPcorn Celebration” 
900 GEL

350 Boxes of Popcorn

Popcorn Paper Box 



Contact Us
eventive.ge

Lvovi st. 95, Tbilisi, Georgia

+995 551 10 15 01

info@eventive.ge

https://ge.linkedin.com/company/eventive-gehttps://www.facebook.com/eventivegeorgia.ge https://www.instagram.com/eventivegeorgia.ge/


